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Super-sized photos
show Mars on Earth
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• NASA produces giant glossy prints in effort to show
Martian landscapes 130 million miles away
By Andrew Bridges

Printing M artian pictures:

ASSOCIATED PRESS

PASADENA, Calif. — Rarely a month into
NASA’s double mission to explore iVlars, engi
neers chartied with producing images from the
Red Planet already have run through hOOO
square feet of photographic paper and 30 pints
of ink.
All that tor printing super-sized pictures,
including one monster image th;>r’s as long as a
motor home.
The glossy jumho prints are part of a NASA
effort to show the world martian landscapes just
as hig and colorful as those seen hy its twin
rcwers. Spirit and Opportunity, tm the surface of
a planet 1 30 million miles away.
“Bigger is. better,” said engineer Myche
McAuley, who works in the Multimission Image
Processing Laboratory at NASA’s Jet Propulsion
Laboratory.
Each rover carries nine cameras, from the
panoramic to the microscopic. There are more
— and better — cameras on Mars today than
ever before.
“It was always our intent to build a set of
cameras capable of revealing Mars just as if you
were standing there,” said Cornell University
astronomer Steve Squyres, the mission’s main
scientist. “Rut it’s hard to find a display medium
that does it justice.”
An IMAX movie is in the works. Until it’s in
theaters, there’s engineer Kris Capraro.
Working in a cramped room at JPL, Capraro
steadily produces the largest photographs
NASA has ever printed during an ongoing
space mission.
To do so, he runs two oversized HewlettPackard Co. ink jet printers, which cost about
$20,000 apiece. Each is loaded with mils of
paper five feet wide and 100 feet long. He’s used

see IMAGES, page 2
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Mars
Mission
enters
full swing

COURTESY ILLUSTRATION/NASA

The M ars rovers. Spirit and Opportunity, are 6,600 miles apart on the planet.
The rock abrasion tool on the robotic arm of the rover grinds away the rock's
surface, allow ing scientific instruments to analyze the rock's interior. N ASA
unveiled the first 360-degree im age taken of Opportunity's landing site.

By Andrew Bridges
ASSOCIATED PRESS

PASADENA, Calif. — NASA’s twin rovers
reached out their robotic arms to touch the sur
face of Mars on Monday, marking the first day of
the joint $820 million mission that both space
craft were in full swing.
Opportunity and Spirit, 6,600 miles apart on
opposite sides of the planet, began the workweek
gearing up for in-depth analyses tif the soil and
riKks beneath their wheels.
Opportunity rolled onto the martian ground
on Saturday, a week after it landed. Spirit
arrived Jan. 3 but broke off its science work
nearly tw’o weeks ago after stiftware problems

Two Colleges — One degree
By Brian Koser
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Tlie C^alea C^illege of Business
and the graphic communication
department are using teamwork to
extend opportunities to students.
Together, the ctdleges will offer a
master of business administration
degree program with an emphasis in
document systems management
next fall.
“(This program) prepares graduate
students to understand the dynamics
of the diKument industry while effec
tively identifying and integrating
change into critical business priKesses
to provide the highest possible value
to the customer,” graphic communi
cation department head Harvey
Levenson said.
Levenson sites the expansion of
tnulitional print and non-print imag
ing techniques as a gcxxl reason to be
familiar with the ever-changing needs
of busines.ses.
“With (today’s biisine.ss world)
comes the need for new and sophisti

nologies, digital content manage
ment, dcK'ument, pricing, costing and
e.stimating, digital dtx;ument media
and imaging systems management.
An internship and faculty-directed
Director of graduate programs for research courses are also included.
Tlie program is open to any student
the Ofalea College of Business Ram
Krishnan agrees the new program is who fills the MBA requirements and
takes the area-of-emphasis courses.
an exciting opportunity for students.
Levenson said this is not a new
“Tlie Cal Poly MBA builds on the
rich tradition of learn by doing, close major, but rather courses that allow
student-faculty interaction, teamwork business students to get better
ami a fiKus on a career development,” acquainted to the dix;ument systems
management world.
he said.
“A numK’r of students have lx.'en
The first year of the program
involves stmlents taking a core of coming in asking about the program
MBA courses in quantitative analysis, ... if they want a gtxxl grounding, they
finance, organizational behavior, eco can take the courses,” he said.
Founded in 1946, the Cal Poly’s
nomics, infonnation systems and mar
keting. First years will also take pro graphic communication department
duction and operations management, is one of the largest in the nation
organizational design and interna with approximately 33,000 square
tional business classes.
feet of mixlem laKiratories and more
Tliroughout the second year stu than 2,500 alumni working in virtu
dents will take courses that arc more ally all sectors of the industry. Tliis is
major-specific including industry seg the first partnership between the
ments, proces.ses and pnxlucts, dix:u- graphic communications department
ment publishing systems, new tech and the Orfalea College of Business.

cated management practices to leiki
CLimpanies in the face of rapidly
changing technologies ... this unique
program aims to fill this need,”
Levenson said.

crippled the vehicle.
On Monday, mission manager Jennifer Trosper
said Spirit had joined Opportunity back at work,
even as engineers worked out the last kinks in its
software.
“We have two operational rovers on Mars,”
Trosper said at N ASA’s Jet Propulsion
Laboratory.
Also, NASA unveiled the first 360-degree
color panoramic image taken by C\>portunity of
its landing site. The rover touched down in one
of the flattest, sminithest regions on Mars but
ultimately came to rest inside a crater 72 feet
acmss.
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Street
Students speak on cam p u s issues

What do you think of the new MBA
in document systems management?

see ROVERS, page 2

Workshop
teaches
etiquette
By Ashlee Bodenhamer

"It's a good
thing to have
a mixture of
the two, busi
ness and com
munication."
— Jorge Pontes,
business senior

"Cal Poly
should
promote the
diverse
interests of all
students."
— Kara Leever,
business senior

MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

A business etiquette workshop, to
be held Today at 11 a.m. in the
Business Silo (3-213), will demystify
the do’s and don’ts and in’s and out’s of
taking that first step into the profes
sional world of boardnxim meetings, 9
m 5 workdays, casual Fridays and con
versations at the office water ctxiler.
Topics will include proper decorum
in netwiYrking, job interviews and
interaction with supervisors and co
workers in business and stKial con
texts. Appropriate workplace dress
and laws on harassment and discrimi
nation will also be disciis.sed.
Tax attorney and former Cal Poly
lecturer Eddie Quijano will lead the
seminar. Once a co-manager of a firm

see ETIQUETTE, page 2
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ETIQUETTE
c o n tin u e d from p a g e 1
of 275 lawyers, Quijano has experience
in litigation, debt and equity financing,
mergers, sales and acquisitions.
“He is a very dynamic speaker with
real world experience that he inter
jects into his teaching,” said business
finance junior and key organizer of
the workshop, Nick Erland.son.
Erlandson .said he hopes Quijano
will imbue students with the profes
sional know-how required to exude a
favorable impression in the work world.
“,'\11 of us will have to go out and
get a job and this workshop will
remind you of the little things that we
all instinctively know, hut sometimes
let slip,” Erlandson said.
The event will benefit students
from all majors, Erlandson said.
“Every one of us will have to deal
with the issues that arise while being
in
a
working
environm ent,”
Erland.son said. “We will all have to
learn how to treat our supervisors and
our subordinates.”
Marketing chair and professor *
Norm Bonn agreed.
“Proper workplace etiquette is crit
ical no matter what field you end up
with,” Bonn said. “Issues such as sex
ual harassment and racial discrimina
tion arise in all walks of life.”
Tlie hour-long event is hosted by
Students in Free Enterprise (SIFT), a
senior project team of 10 business
Students.

planétariums, since the crater it
What took NASA hours to pro
laitded in just happens to he the duce on Mariner, it now can chum
out in minutes — even it pictures still
same size as a typical dome.
c o n tin u e d from p a g e 1
W hen Mariner 4 flew by Mars in travel through space as ones and zeros.
July 1965, it took just 21 pho
“The concepts are the same,
six ot the mils so far — part of the tographs. The probe __________ _________
tht)ugh we get a lot
price ot teedinji the enormous public transmitted the pic
more
and a lot faster,”
appetite tor new pictures fn)in Mars. tures to Earth encod "The public is who
.said Eric De Jong, a
“The public is who toots the hill, ed in long strings of foots the hill, and
member of the mission
and what they’re most interested in digits.
what they’re most
science team.
are the pictures,” Capraro said.
Scientists, eager to
San
Francisco’s
His output so tar includes a 19- get their first close-up interested in are the
Exploratorium wasted
foot panorama that juives a 360- view of Mars, hastily pictures."
no time in posting a 14de^ree, three-dimensional view ot printed out the num Kris Capraro
f(xn panorama of Spirit’s
Spirit’s landing site in Gusev Crater. bers in strips and past
landing site. The sci
engineer, Jet
The sweeping mosaic, hanging in a ed them together, line
ence
museum also sta
JPL conterence room, contains 176 by line. They then P ro p ulsio n Laboratory
tioned four big screens
million individual picture elements, drew in the image in
___________ in its “Journey to Mars”
or pixels.
crayon,
substituting
exhibit to display the
“It looks like the horizon on the the correct cok>r and brightness for
latest
photographs
and animations
wall," Capraro said of the picture, each number value.
fn)iit the mission, updating them every
printed from a 504'inegahyte com
“God, talk about labor intensive,”
few hours, said Robyn Higdon, project
puter file.
said Jurrie Van der Woude, a retired
director
for the exhibit.
NASA shoots most of the images image coordinator for JPL who
Cody Duane-McGlashan, ot San
to the Web as soon as it receives helped glue together and hand-color
Anselmo,
stopped
by
the
them. It also packages and ships those first Mariner pictures.
them to 150 museums and planétar
Today, nearly 40 years later. Spirit Exploratorium on a recent after
iums around the country, including and Opportunity already have trans noon with his grandfather, mar
the Smithsonian’s National Air and mitted 3,500 pictures to Earth — veling at the latest additions.
“1 don’t know how to describe it.
Space Museum in Washington, and counting.
D.C., and the Hayden Planetarium
“We are just piling on the pixels. It’s just cool,” said the 8-year-old,
in New York.
It’s a lot of fun,” said Cornell speaking by telephone from the
Eventually, scientists hope to cre University astronomer Jim Bell, the museum as he checked out the latest
ate a panorama of Opportunity’s lead scientist for the panoramic images from Mars. “It kx)ks like just
a different place altogether.”
landing site that can he projected in camera on the rovers.

Students find beauty along
mundane Washington highway
SPOKANE, Wash. (A P) — Generations of
Washington State University students know it as the
Vantage Cutoff — the final two-hour segment of a long
trip from the state’s west side to the college town of
Pullman.
But to Paul Hirzel’s graduate architecture students.
State Route 26 is a 133-mile-long museum of the
diverse geology, biology and cultural history of Eastern
Washington.
A four-month exhibit celebrating the highway
between Vantage on the Columbia River and Colfax
on the Palouse has just opened at Spokane’s Northwest
Museum of Arts and Culture.
The display — which runs through May 2 — is a
compilation of models built by students in W SU ’s
Schixil of Architecture and Qmstruction Management.
“By building a meticulous model of something, it
gives it a sort of reverence, or value, that many people
who drive the highway don’t realize is significant,”
Hirzel, an assiKiate professor, said.
The exhibition grew out of projects Hirzel’s students
have been working on the past two years.
Hirzel said he challenged his students to imagine the
stretch of road as a museum and to pnxJuce imaginative
proposals that would highlight its uncommon beauty.
“It’s not a historical exhibit and it’s not an art exhib
it, but an exhibit of the imagination,” said Marsha
Rexiney, the museum’s curator of history.
Snaking its way through or near farm towns such as
Royal City, Hixiper, Washtuena, Lacrosse and l\isty.
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“It provides us with a real sense of
‘you are there,”’ said scientist Jeff
Johnson of the U .S. Geological
Survey office in Flagstaff, Ariz.
Johnson likened the mosaic image to
the overlapping snapshots tourists
often take of the Grand Canyon to
capture its full sweep.
Opportunity stretched out its
robotic arm and photographed in
detail each of the four instruments it
carries. The arm — formally known
as an “instrument deployment
device” — is the most complex mech
anism on each rover and was reported
to be working well.
Spirit resumed use of its own arm,
picking up where it left off. NASA
planned for it to brush the dust off a
volcanic rock dubbed Adirondack,
allowing the rovers to photograph it
in extreme close-up.
NASA launched the pair of vehi
cles to find geological evidence of
past water activity on Mars. That
could show the planet was hospitable
to life perhaps billions of years ago.
It appears Opportunity has not had
to venture far to find such evidence:
It has already discovered an iron-rich
mineral called gray hematite, and
preliminary measurements suggest it
is of a variety that forms in liquid
water.
Spirit, in contrast, may have to
drive hundreds of yards, to a nearby
crater called Bonneville, to uncover
similar geologic prixif.
“Spirit is the driving mission. We
are already theorizing how to drive far
and fast,” Trosper said.
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the road is traveled by as many as 10,000 west side stu
dents who commute to W SU every year.
“SR26 is kind of like the driveway to Pullman for
students who live on the west side,” Hirzel said.
Meandering over the Frenchman Hills, Paradise
Flats, Providence Coulee and Michigan Prairie, the
highway crosses some of the most significant geologi
cal, agricultural, botanical and cultural conditions
found in Eastern Washington, he contends.
Tlie balsa, glass and plaster of Paris models are as
diverse as the terrain along SR26. Among them:
• A scale-model of 300-fcx)t tall flixidlit ballixm
towers marking the water depth of the great Missoula
fltxids that swept across the region during the Ice Age;
• “SR26 Road Radio” featuring sounds of the road,
including solos by windmills and irrigation sprinklers
and a rhythm section of passing mile markers, reflector
strips and telephone poles;
• Pieces of clothing from people who live and work
along the road: farmer’s coveralls, a road worker’s
reflective safety vest, a flannel shirt;
• A vision of an imagined park illuminating paths
cut throughout the ages by countless animals walking
across hillsides;
• A fast-motion 1 3-minute videotape of the entire
route, which takes much less time to watch than the
drive requires at legal speeds;
• A hillside motel in IXisty Park where visitors can
watch Cougars fixitball games projected on the town’s
lOO-fixit-tall grain elevators.
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College,
K o u i ì d up

World
Rggndup
ASHINGTON — One student was killed and another wounded
Monday in a shooting at a high school in the nation's capital,
city and school officials said.
James Richardson, 17, a student at Ballou High School, died after
Being shot several times in the chest. District of Columbia Police Chief
Charles Ramsey said. An 18-year-old student suffered a minor graze
wound to one leg and was hospitalized, he said.
No arrests have yet been made, said Ramsey, who blamed the shoot
ing on a dispute between students that began sometime last week.
Everyone involved was believed to he a student at Ballou, he said.
• • •
EAGLE, Cplo. — Citing illness, Kobe Bryant didn^t show up
Monday for a hearing that was expected to play a key role in deter
mining whether his statement to authorities will be admitted at
the NBA star's seaoai assault trial.

W

O n irt administrator Chris Yuhas iaid Bryant had w ^ e d his rtf^t to
he at the heariHgi S h e said; the Los AngeleiTÍakers;Star
area,
hut wiHildn’t We more specific, He is rirenve^ing iffori,, a j»év|re
his
finger suffered; when he put his hand thrttugh gJasSih his garage last week.

The hearing began behind closed tkiors. with attcirp^ys argufl^g over
whether the Itncdicai history t)f the l9-yeiir-old«ecusef cá1a,.he uiied against
her. Tlie liefense h;^ suggested tharshc twigi attempted suicide and was
taking antidepressants in the months before the itveid^t with Bryant.

I

RBIL, Iraq— American military officials raised the death toll of sui
cide bombings at two Kurdish party offices to 67 on Monday, while
leaders of the rival U.S.-allied parties said the attacks would serve to
strengthen Kurdish unity.
No group claimed responsibility for Sunday’s attacks, the hlootliest in
Iraq in six months. American mid Kurdish officials suspected foreign mili
tants or Ansar al-lslam, an al Qaeda-linked Islamic militant group tiperating in Kurdish areas of the north.
The casualty figure was released by military officials meeting with U.S.
Deputy Defense Secretary Paul Wolfowitz, who was visiting troops in Mosul
on Monday after spending a day in Baghdad. The officials said 267 people
were injured in the attacks.
• • •
PARIS — French intelligence had no indications of its own to sup
port U.S. warnings of a threat to trans-Atiantic flights on Sunday and
Monday, but they were canceled anyway as a precaution because of
the American concerns, a French official said.
Transport Minister Gilles de Rohien, in the government’s first public
comment on the cancelations, said the decision was based on the “princi
ple of precaution when there are signals.”
The U.S. intelligence related specifically to perceived threats against two
Air France Paris-Washington flights Sunday and Monday, said a senior French
security official. The flights were canceled as a result.

TORRS, Conn. — Teach for
America
representatives
encouraged students to join
efforts to provide equal educa
tion for America's underprivi
leged youth last Thursday. In the
program’s first official visit to
University of Connecticut, Kyle
Misiasvck, a Teach for America
me mher’™?ffTd^*UCS!iB»fc»^ 1umn us,
informc-dnsrodenrs "'adsojj^availahle
twt)-yeartt?nctTfnyfg!lWtiw in ptxirly-fund<iJ,eleaicuta£y.a£^^econdar>'

S

srh(x>k..ji rn-.s thi-

^

Foifttfckid in ItiijiLJh*, Wendy
more riMMi'ii l O t C f f l ‘
into lirhan arul rural
to edu
cate an estimatca
ion stu
dents, Ilfco i^ n T r^
program’s
Web site. Tlie progran^urrentlv
ftx:usqr'tw-i4»4imi. indudW New
York

• • •

WASHINGTON — A white powder, which preliminaiiy ^ s ts indi
cated could be the deadly substance ricin, was discoverWhMonday
in the office of Senate Majority Leader Bill Frist, R-Tenn., in the
Dirksen Senate Office Building.
A gi'vemment official said further tests were being conducted at Fort
Derrick in Maryland, with more definitive results expected by Tuesday.
The powder was ft)und in an envelope in Frists office suite on the fourth
flcxir of the I'Hrk.scn building, one of three structures iKcupied by senators and
their staffs, said a congre.ssional source speaking on condition t>f animymity.
• • •
SALT LAKE CITY — The Energy Department has decided not to
disclose its solution for the uranium tailings piled near the
Colorado River in southeastern Utah until it issues its final envi
ronmental impact statement.
Federal agencies commonly identify their preferred alternative when
they release the draft of the impact statement, which in the case of the
Atlas tailings is expected in April.
With the agency opting not to disclose its preferences until it releases
its final FIS in October, the public will have just 45 days to weigh in on
the pttssihle solutions.

HONG KONG — A former director of BBC Worldwide Ltd. was sen
tenced to 20 months in prison Monday for accepting bribes from two
men representing suppliers who made toys for the British broad
caster's children programs.
Jeffery Everard Taylor, a 42-year-old New Zealander, pleaded guilty
TTiursday to accepting bribes from Daniel Jonathan Berman and Sydney
Edels, agents for five Asian toy suppliers.
Taylor was dismissed in 2001 by BBC Worldwide, a wholly owned sub
sidiary of the British Broadcasting Corp.

BATON ROUGE, La. - Paul
Blanchet a professor of speech
pathology at the Louisiana State
University Health Sciences School
in New Orleans, has not let his
stutter affect his career choice.
Blanchet is currently in the
process of receiving funds to pur
chase the Speech Easy, a device
that makes it possible for people
who stutter to become more fluent.
This device, develojx'd by Joseph
Kalinowski in 2001 and made read
ily available in 2001, helps stutter
ers with their fluency, said Holly
Strange, a speech pathologist at the
Baton
Rouge
Neurotherapy
Specialists Clinic.

— Associated Press

— Associated Press

— University Wire

ISLAMABAD, Pakistan — The founder of Pakistan's nuclear pro
gram has acknowledged in a written statement that he sent sensitive
technology to Iran, Libya and North Korea to aid their atomic pro
grams, a Pakistani government official said Monday.
Abdul Qadeer Khan — long regarded as a national hero in Pakistan —
made the confession in a statement submitted “a couple of days ago” to
investigators probing allegations of nuclear proliferation by Pakistan, the
official told Tlie AsstKiated Press on condition of anonymity.
The transfers were made during the late 1980s and in the early and mid
1990s, and were motivated by “perstmal greed and ambition,” the official said.
•

•

•

and iiLtw even 8oiTT

Judge bans cameras, delays trial State works to thwart West Nile
REDWCXDD CITY (AP) — The judge who will over
see Scott Peterson’s dtiuhle-murder trial banned cameras
from his courtnx>m Monday in a brief hearing that
ended with another delay in the case.
Peterson appeared in ctiurt for the first time since the
case was moved from his hometown of Mcxlesto to this
hedrixnn community st>uth of San Franci.sco. He told the
judge he accepted as “a regrettable necessity” his attor
ney’s request to postpone the trial’s start owing to a
schedule conflict.
The day saw little of the frenzy the sensatiimal case is
expected to generate. Arguments over whether the for
mer fertilizer salesman killed his pregnant wife remained
weeks away.
In a 20-minute hearing, Judge Alfred A. I')elucchi
banned cameras thmughout the trial — over ohjeciions
from the media — and accepted the delay at the request
of Peterson’s lawyer, Mark Geragt)s, who is defending
another murder suspect in Southern California.
Geragos als<i dropped his initial insistence that anoth

er judge handle the trial.
Left undecided was the possible sequestration of
jurors. That could he discus,sed at a hearing scheduled for
Feb. 9.
TTaiugh the Peterson trial has generated internation
al interest, on Monday morning the expected media
melee was more a calm march into the courtnxim —
where just 10 of the 25 seats available to Icxal citizens
were filled.
County officials have asked television statiims to pay
$51,000 to reserve a sidewalk sfxn next to the building.
Pelted by a dark rain, few of the television tents were up
Monday morning as lawyers assembled in the courtnx>m.
Peterson, 31, could face the death penalty if he’s
convicted of two counts
murder for the deaths of
Laci Peterson and the couple’s unborn son. In April,
the victims’ remains washed ashore along San
Francisco Bay, two miles from the spt>t where Scott
Peterson said he was fishing on Christmas Eve 2002,
when his wife vanished.

Summer in Spain

RIVERSIDE, Calif. (AP) — State
and county officials are already on
alert for any sign of the West Nile
virus in an effort to thwart a major
breakout tif the disease this summer.
Although the virus surfaced in
Southern California last summer, offi
cials are working U) minimize West
Nile’s devastating effects through the
state’s mosquito control system and
monitoring infected mosquitoes
throughout the winter when mosquittxis typically go dormant.
“We do not expect the impact you
see in other states,” said Stan Husted,
a public health biologist with the
California Department of Health
Services.
San Bernardino and Riverside
county mosquito control agencies
continue to trap mosquitoes and test

“In a normal year, we would stop
trapping and testing thnuighout the
winter,” said Jared Dover, a
spokesman for the Northwest
Mosquito and Vector Control
Di.strict in Corona. This winter, the
district has kept its seasonal help and
is Kxiking at purchasing new, more
accurate
insecticide
fogging
machines.
San Bernardino Ci>unty’s environ
mental health department is also
examining green pixils, neglected
backyard swimming pxxils that are
prime breeding ground for mosqui
toes.

Cal Poly S tu d en t-F acu lty-S taff A ppreciation Days!
All 1st Day Services for New Patients are FREE!

Summer 2004 - V^alladolid

Spanish language Immersion Program

General Information Meetings

D O Y O U HAVE SYM PT O M S?
«H eadaches
•Low b ack pain
•Neck p ain
•Numbness
•Tingling
•Arm o r Leg pain

Wednesday, Februar>' 4, 6pm
Erhart Agriculture Bldg. (10), Rni. 115
Thursday, Fehruar>' 5 , 11am
Erhart Agriculture Bldg. (10), Rm. 115
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Continuing Education at 756-ao.'i3,
e-mail continuing-i>d^calpoly.edu
http;//>vww.continuing-«l.cal|x>ly.edu/truv>el,..spain,html

CALFOY
COKTlNtlNO Eoi CAfRW

HAVE Y O U HAD?
•Auto-A ccidents
•W hiplash
•Sprains & S train s
•Heavy Liftin g In ju ry
• W ork /S p orts In ju ry
•Pinched N erves

FREE! Offer includes the following:
FREE! History/Consultation/Referral, (if necc.)
FREE! Spinal X-Rays (if indicated)
FREE! Orthopcdic/Neurologic Physical Exam
FREE! Report o f Findings, Recommendations
FREE! 1st TVeatment (if indicated)

H Dr, William Martinez. 7s6-a889,
e-mail wmartine(«i’calpoly.e<fu

C o u rm ofTored this summer: .Span I2i, Span 122,
Span 124, Span 301, Mum 310, Psc 320. and Kine 255

flixks of chickens through the winter
to watch for West Nile. They are
preparing tt) spray larvicides and
insecticides to contain any resur
gence of mosquittHiS.

D.C, la SLO Slacc

While we are accepting new patients,
no one needs to feel any obligation.
Appointments must be scheduled by February 28,2004
Please call 541-BACK for an appointment!

San Luis Obispo Chiropractic Center
2066 Chorro St. ( 9 Broad St.)
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
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Sto r y by A shlee B o d e n h a m e r P h o t o s by M a t t W ech ter

KICKIN

A Mustang Daily reporter documents her experience with swing,
the dance style that, although absent from mainstream popularity
since the late '90s, thrives on the Central Coast today.

music was energetic.
Several instructors
told me I danced too
stiffly and needed to
Uxisen up, while others
said 1 needed to dance
with more tension. That
concept was lost on me,
but, as instructor Evan
Dill, a Cuesta College
student, explained, it’s
difficult for everyone.
T he teachers were
genuinely
concerned
that new dancers under
stand how' to execute
the
steps correctly.
While dancing with one
particular teacher who
was especially dedicated
to the cause, 1 attempt
ed a tricky move and, to
my horror, jabbed my
elbow in his eye.
He stumbled back,
n
clutching his face.
After a few sec
— Evan Dill
onds, he shcxik off
Cuesta College student, sw in g dancer
the pain, valiantly
tix)k my hand for
another
rtiund, and said,
Tltey demonstrated the steps slowly enough
so that even 1, stimeone who once sfx;nt gruel “Don’t worry aKxit it.
ing hours in front of the VCR, unsuccessfully It’s happened before.”
As the beginner class
copying nuives from Paula Abdul’s Dance
ended and the interme
Workout videotape, could catch on.
The instructors walked around the circle of diate lesson began, 1
dancers, offering personal advice, dancing with found myself in the back
people wlu) needed hands-on help with the of the nxim, chatting
■
fixitwork, reminding the girls to follow their with another swing les
son first-timer, a lively
partner.
jEi.
older
man with silver
“fTnly go where he leads you,” they ordered.
i-m.
For a moment my mind drifted to the ball- hair, who told me, “1
nxim dance cotillions I endured back in fifth haven’t danced like that
Although sw ing dancing lacks mainstream popularity, local classes serve to
grade, when 1 had to wear short white gloves since 1 was your age.”
We watched as the revive it and bring the energy of the past to the present.
and stuffy, high-collared dresses and balance a
tennis ball between my forehead and st)me instructors led the class
ally a pretty gtxxJ scene ft>r a small a>mmuniptx>r lad while we fox-trotted to “You’ve Lost in a wann-up of shaking and jittering freely to
ty,” said computer engineering alumnus Jesse
the beat.
that Living Feeling.”
Gearhart, who teaches lesstms and runs
“We should stay,” 1 said to my fellow new
Thankfully, 1 reverted back to reality, where
www.sloswing.com, which contains informadancers wore jeans and Qinverse and the comer. “1 think we could handle it.”
tilín aK)ut Central Qiast swing happenings.
He shrugged. Why not?
According to the Web site’s calendar, swing
As we slid into the group, the instructor
dances or lessons ixzcur in San Luis Obispo
swiveled her feet and hunkered down, encour
almost every night of the week, in venues such
aging participants to shed their inhibitions.
as Mother’s Tavern and Madonna Inn.
“Make a fixil of yourself,” she said, “because
Gearhart explained the appeal of swing
1 am!”
dancing.
“Think prohibition times,” she continued.
“It’s a change from the whole club scene,”
“Imagine yourself in an underground swing
Gearhart said. “There’s not a lot of stress, not a
club.”
lot of expectation.”
Her advice was easily taken. The jazzy,
Another participant pointed out the dance
intoxicating sounds of Bobby Darin and Ella
has maintained its traditions but has still been
Fitzgerald whisked me to a lovely place, where
able to change with the times.
women stnitted around in ruby red kitten heels
“Tlie boys come and ask you to dance or
and polka-dotted frtxzks and men called their sometimes we mn over and yank them on the
lady friends “sweetheart” and “doll face.”
flixir,” kinesiolog\’ alumna Maggie O ’Malley
T he warm-up transitioned into a brief said. “The dance has evolved over the years, so
rcview/intrcxJuction of the Charleston step. there’s a lot of layers to it.”
IVfore long, we were all sttauping our feet and
For swing dancing, Gearhart recommended
kicking our heels in unison, like cast members wearing shixis such as Vans or any pair that is
in a Rtxlgers and Hammerstein musical, burst “light, comfortable and dix'sn’t have major
ing into a rousing choreographed dance num traction.”
ber.
“The entire era is in your feet,” Dill added,
Swing dancing may not be as |x»pular as it stressing the importance of proper fixitwear.
was in the mid-1990s, when bands such as The
Free lessons are held Sunday aftemixins in
Brian Setzer CTrehestra and Cherrv' Poppin’ building 5, nxim 225. Beginning lessons are at
Dadiiies revived big band music, but “there’s 4 p.m. with intermediate lessons following at 5
still a lot of people doing (swing). This is actu- p.m.

or sometme who’s been yelled at hy a
deejay to “j>et off the floor” during coun
try line dance night at The Graduate for
not being able to move and shake it in time
with the rest of the crowd, my first stab at
sw'ing lessons was a welcome relief.
With slight apprehension, 1 arrived at the
free beginning-level class in nxim 225 of the
architecture building. Some nervousness dissi
pated as 1 stepped inside the nxim and mem
bers of the Cal Poly Swing Club introduced
themselves. Desks were pushed against the
wall to create a dance floor. Two students sat
cross-legged on the desks; one girl was knit
ting. Others fiddled with the swing music on a
laptop Ci)inputer.
The instructors organized participants into a
circle, and we paired up. Like many of the
newcomers, 1 had come without a partner,
which was fine because there was almost an
even number of men and women. Plus, the
instructors knew Kuh the lead and follow
parts.

F

"The entire era is in your feet.
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'Girl W ith th e Pearl Earring' better suited for m useum , not theaters
By Katie Schiller

facial expressions and unspoken ges watching a lawn get fertilized and satiated by one lackluster event.
behind the girl in the portrait. This
tures that we understand her person never seeing any grass grow. All of
T he movie was created as an idea doesn’t belong on the silver
ality. She plays up G rie t’s shy, the sexual tension of this movie interpretation of Vermeer’s famous screen. Instead, it belongs to the
“The Girl with the Pearl Earrinji” unsure obedience with mannerisms builds up fiercely, only to be sort of painting; it tries to solve the mystery imagination, in an art museum.
exists like a blank canvas — beauti likely of a 17th century maid in
ful to an artist and dull to everyone Holland. Her eyes tell much more of
else.
a story than the actual film ever
The plot is centered around a could.
painting by Johannes Vermeer, has
Firth, the English stud from
about as much action as a still life “Bridget Jones’s Diary,” gives an
photograph. The saving grace of the inspiring look at the act of creating
ii
movie, however, is the brilliant act art. To those who aren’t natural
ing by Scarlett Johansson and Colin painters, Verm eer’s eccentricities
Firth.
are intriguing. His character lives
Johansson plays Griet, an obedi mostly in silence, save a few choice
ent maid for Vermeer (Firth) and his words.
family. Based on the novel by Tracy
Connoisseurs of artistic indepen
Chevalier, the movie takes place in dent films will appreciate the unspo
Holland in 1665. Vermeer must spit ken story line that runs through the
out paintings for his patron and movie like a dormant volcano; it
enlists the help ot maid Griet to stir seems it will never erupt. The ten
and create colors, much to the dis sion between Griet and Vermeer is
dain of his wife.
breathtaking at points but leaves the
Peter Webber, who has previously average viewer wanting more. After
only directed T V movies like “The enough of these twisted anti-clim ax
Stretford Wives” and “Men Only,” es, the movie seems never-ending.
takes his first crack at the big screen
Unfortunately, some will believe
4pm-7pm, every day of the week!
with “T he Girl with the Pearl that the lack of resolution makes
Earring.” His attempt is overly con “The Girl with the Pearl Earring”
$ 1 .2 5 Bud and Bud Light D ra fts
cerned with being artsy and not realistic for its time period/social
$ 2 .7 5 Premium D ra fts
with being interesting; beauty is cre status conflicts,', etc. Even at the
ated in the story through the char Palm Theatre, people don’t pay $7 •
$ 3 .0 0 M a rga rita s
acters, but there is not enough for a history lesikm — they want to
action to compensate for lack of true be entertained.
$ 2 .0 0 W ell Alcohol
character development. Webber
Critics have called this a great
Complimentary Chips and S a lsa
stretches what was a lovely painting period piece, and obviously the cos
into an hour and a half dramatic tume and makeup designers have
movie with about 22 minutes of done their research. Also, the pre
worthwhile drama.
sentation of the subject demon
Rocky’s Roadside Grill &, Cantina
Johansson carries the movie strates the omnipresent exploitation
1850 Monterey St., S.L.O.
through scene after scene with her of women, again.
striking looks. Although she has a
Sitting through “The Girl with
few good lines, it is mostly from the Pearl Earring” is similar to
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

6REAT SRUB!
Happy Hour...

Wedneaday
February 4th
Alpha Gamma Omega

Alpha Gamma Rho
Beta Theta Pi
Delta Chi
Delta Sigma Phi

Delta Ujpsileii

K ifpa Chi
Kafpa Sigma
Lambda Chi Alpha

Phi Delta Theta

Phi Kappa Psi

Phi Sigma Kappa
Pi Kappa Alpha
Sigma Aljpha Epsilon

“■^Climbing Wall on
campus 6-8pm
Trap Shooting nveet at
Alpha Gamma Rho
house 5;30pm
♦♦BBQinUU plaza 35pm
••BBQinUU plaza 57pm
**BBQ in UU plaza
3-5pm
**BowhBg Q Mustang
Lanes
3-4pm

Thursday

Friday

February 5th
Pizza @ Woodstock’s
& Video Scavenger Hunt
meet @ AGO house
5pm

February 6th

SiMday
February 8^

Snacks/Bonfue/Other
Meet @ AGO house
5pm

Special Dinner @ AGO
house 6:30pm

BBQ and Sports Day @
Pismo meet @ AGO house
2pm

Irrvite Duuver

♦♦BBQ on Mott Lawn
6-8pm

Smoker and Slideshow @
AGR house 6:30pm

NO EVENT

NO EVENT

NO EVENT

Beta Boxing @ Beta
Theta Pi house 7-9pm
'“•Pizza, BovHing tfe
Pool @ Mustang Lanes
5-7pm
MudWiestlii^QDSP
house 7-9pm

Spaghetti Surprise Q Beta
house TEA

Open House @ Beta
house 2pm

••Smoker Veranda Café
TBA (INVITE ONLY!)

NO EVENT

Luau @ Delta Chi house
6-9pm

Beach Day @ Pismo
12-4pm

Diimer with the Brothers
3-7pm

Smoker
(INVITE ONLY!)

Casino Ni|^ Q DSP
house 7-10pm

Vo0eybatt£BBQ Q
DSP house 12-3pm

Smoker @ DSP TBA

Interviews Q DSP
TBA

NO EVENT

Movie ni^t 6- 10pm

Sports day and BBQ
11-4pm

Smoker 7-i 0pm

NO EVENT

••BovidingfPizza/Billiards
^Mustang Lanes 6-8pm

BBQ @ KX house
12-3pm

NO EVENT

Slideshow ^ KX house
7-lOpm

Slideshow BBQ Q
Lambda Chi house
In ‘N’ Out burgers Sc
slideshow wf Alpha Phi
@ Phi Delta Theta house
5-7pm
Baja Fresh Tacos 6L
Maigaiitas Q the Kappa
Alpha Theta house
5-7pm

Dunk Tank @ Ltmjbda
Chi house 12-4pmr

Casual Night @ Lambda
Chi house

NO EVENT

Night Event w/a
sorority

••Pizza Sc Bowling @
Mustang Lanes 12-2pm

Interviews @ Phi Delta
Theta house 7-9pm
(INVITE ONLY!)

Steaks Sc Cigars @ the
Phi Kappa Psi house 610pm (INVITE
ONLY!)

NO EVENT

Interviews
(INVITE ONLY!)

Sports Day 12-3pm
Slideshow 7pm

Special Event 12pm
(INVITE ONLY!)

NO EVENT

Evening w/ Gamma Phi
Beta 5-?pm
Paza & other events
TBA
Casino Night @ Kappa
Alpha Theta
6-8pm
Casino Nij^t @ Sigep
house 6 -10pm

Interviews
(INVITE ONLY')

Fireside 7-9pm

NO EVENT

Smoker @ 306
Hathway 7-9pm

Smoker with the ladies of
Sigma Kappa 2-4pm

NO EVENT

NO EVENT

Smoker @ Sigep house
7-10pm

Interviews
(INVITE ONLY!)

NO EVENT

Sigma event in
UU plaza 5-7pm
♦♦BBQ on P A.C. Lawn
3-5pm

Paata Poker 0
Kappa Chi house 69pm
••Kappa Sigma event in
UU plaza 5-7pm
BBQ Q A^)ha Phi
house 5-7pm

■»♦BBQ on Mott Lawn
3-5pm

••BBQ onPA.C.Uw n
12-2pm

••BBQ on Dexter Lawn
5-7pm

'**Sundae Social in the
UU 7-9pm
Casino Nii^t w/ Kappa
Alpha Theta
6-9pm
♦♦BBQ onPA .C .U w n
5-7pm
**BBQ on Mott Lawn
5-7pm

•'“Bovading Billiards @
Mustang Lanes 7-9
♦♦BBQ on P.A.C. Lawn
4-6pm

OfT-roading 4pm

••Pizza & Bowling @
Mustang Lanes 4>6pm
BBQ @ Gamma Phi
Beta house 6-8pm

Subs Sc Slides^ Pi Kappa
Alpha house 5-7pm
Slideshow @ Alpha Chi
Omega house 7-9pm

Sigma Nu

♦♦Tri-tip BBQ in the
UU 3-5pm

••Chicken Bowl m the
UU 4-6pm

BBQ @ Sigma Nu house
3-6pm

Sigma Phi Eps Uon

**BBQ on P A.C, Lawn
12-2pm

♦♦Steaks & Shakes on
Mott Lawn 5-7pm

Tau Kippa Epailon

♦♦BBQmUU plaza
5-7pm

♦•Basketball mUU
plaza 5-7pm

Cock ‘n Tail Social @
Sigep house 6-8pm
••Tau Kappa Epsilon
event in UU plaza 122pm Smoker @ TBA 68pm

♦♦Bowling 4-6 @
Mustang Lanes
4r« Indicates an On-campus event
P.A.C. ■ Performing Arts Center
Theta Chi

Monday

Satvidny
February 7th

NO EVENT

February 9th

W

•t
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Time to reassess the Patriot Act
Fire-arm
p ro tectio n is a P
necessary right
1
Commentary

should he allowed u» own an M-16.
Here’s why: “A well regulated militia, hein^; necessary to the security ot a
tree state, the ri^ht ot the people to keep and hear anns, shall not he
intrinfied.”
It that’s mn a f»ood enough reason tor you, keep reading the aK>ve quote
until the ccaicept t)t constitutionality sinks deep into your hrain the same way
a massive depression sinks into the soul ot a Dennis Kucinich supporter atter
they realize they were actually supporting Kucinich. Don’t worry Shaq’iton
supporters, you’re next.
C'Hcourse, liberals ha\ e their arguments on why my right to hear arms that
shall not he intnnged upi>n, should, ot course, he intringed upon. 1 believe my
argument is strong enough due to the text of the Constitution; however, anti
gun proponents tlood the American lexicon with so many crack-pi>t ideas
that eventually st>me ot them stick. Therefore, 1 will dedicate this column ter
disavowing the most ridiculous
liberal “arguments” against
guns.
The major argument liberals
use, and to my chagrin is cur
rently supported by the
American judicial system, is
that the second Amendment
does not apply to the states; it
only applies to the federal gov
ernment. According to the
concept t)f “selective incorpo
ration of the Ctmstitution,” the
following phrases refer to individuals: “right of the people peaceably to assem
ble,” “right ot the people to he secure in their homes,” “enumerations herein
of certain rights shall m>t be construed to disparage others retained by the
people” and “The powers not delegated herein are reserved to the states
re.spectively, and to the people.” However, “the right of the people to keep
and bear arms” refers t»> the state. And people wonder why at 21 years of age
my blixHl pressure is a mild 150/110.
1 thought the United States was over this fonn of judicial apartheid. Is it
just me, or does anyone else see the cognitive correlation between selective
incorporation (that’s for you Sharptim supporters) and the jurisprudence that
once said, “All men are created equal,” really meant, “All men are created
equal, except women and blacks.^’
The National Guard argument against bearing arms is probably my
favorite. Liberals insist that the second Amendment refers to militias, which
by today’s standards is the National Guard. Therefore, the second
.'\mendment diK'sn’t apply to the individual but allows the states to keep and
maintain a National Guard. In order to buy this argument, you have to
Kdieve that the seamd Amendment, which was ratified in 1791, refers to the
National Guard, which was created 126 years later in 1917. That’s not the
best part, however. The best part of this argument is that it shows some lib
erals’ concept of federalism. According to liberals, the National Guard, which
IS federally funded with bases on federal land, using federally owned weapons,
vehicles, buildings and uniforms, punishing trespassers under federal law is a
“state” militia.
When it comes down
it, my right to bear arms is constitutionally pro
tected.
If yi>u find that concept so insidious by nature, then by all means feel free
to try to change the Gmstitution. Don’t tell me it can’t be done. The United
States has amended its Constitution about once every eight years since it was
written in 1787. If my right constitutes an imminent threat to you and vio
lates your civil liberty of security, then pass a 28th Amendment and ban guns.
The fact of the matter is liberals are all uxi eager to bring up Franklin’s
“Those who would give up essential liberty to receive temporary security
deserve neither” quote when they refer to the Patriot Act, but refuse to
.icknowledge that quote applies to my constitutionally protected right of gun
ownership.
1 know 1 said 1 wouldn’t give another reason supporting gun ownership, but
1 just can’t help myself. The main reason we shouldn’t ban guns is because the
French ban guns. And do we really want to be like the French?
John Flolbus is a political science senior and M ustang Daily columnist.
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assed during a time of national insecurity and panic,
the USA PATRIOT Act threatens American priva
cy and freedom. The law was hurriedly approved,
largely without criticism. It is time to reconsider the
PATRIOT A ct’s implications.
The act, created after the Sept. 11, 2001 terrorist
attacks, was signed into law on Oct. 26, 2001. Its name is
an acronym for Uniting and Strengthening America by
Providing Appropriate Txils Required to Intercept and
Obstruct Terrorism. The introductory sentence of the law
states it intends “to deter and punish terrorist acts in the
United States and around
the world, to enhance law
enforcement investigatory
ttxils, and for other purposes.”
Political representatives had only two choices regarding
terrorism, they could either be for or against it. This left
little rexMU for public skepticism of the seemingly most
immediate driving force against terrorism. Representatives
could either support the Bush administration and the
PATRIOT Act or be accused of being soft on terrorism.
It’s time to .seriously reconsider the lasting implications
of this law, its purjxvse and its past effectiveness. While
President Bush and Attorney General John Ashcroft
request continued support for the law and its limitations,
it is time to assess the alternatives. A California federal
district court judge recently niled that terminology used
within a part of the act is so vague that it could possibly
infringe upon First Amendment rights. Other groups,
including the American Civil Liberties Union, argue that
this act will detract from the basic constitutional freedoms
it is said to protect.
Georgetown prtifessor David Cole, the attorney who led
the California case and won, said in an article published in
The Nation magazine, “it appears that the greatest threat
to our freedoms is posed not by the terrorists themselves
but by our own government’s response.”
Certain parts of the law are set to expire by the end of
2004. Decisions should be made first with the recognition
that power shifted toward the government is power shift
ed away from the individual. This begs the question: What

constituents’ best interests, it is still Jiffictilt to
trust that there will not
or have not already been

J h e PA TR IO T A ct,
^

^
,
JT e e d o v n ,

...

may limit
mistakes made along the more substantial freC'
way. A review of the past doms in the long rw i.

suggests it is likely that ___________________________
inntKent people will be
persecuted or that information could be leaked to nonsecure sources.
The U SA PATRIOT Act destabilized an existing sys
tem of checks and balances. Though perhaps initially a
necessary limitation on existing basic rights, it is now time
to reassess the situation. There must be alternatives to
complacently giving up protections of free speech and pri
vacy due to the never-ending threat of future terrorist
attacks.
Anastasia Killham is a journalism senior and M ustang
Daily staff writer.

Letter to the editor
V ouch ers re p re se n t'd o u b le ta x a tio n '
Editor,
Rachel Musquiz’s commentary (“Vouchers give stu
dents a fair chance” Jan. 30) presents dubious evidence
as to why the U S should adopt a schixd voucher plan.
The truth is that schcxil vouchers represent a direct
threat to America’s education system and if such a plan
were adopted it would most surely threaten to destroy
our public schixils.
Musquiz observes that schtxil vouchers would allow
families to decide which schixils their children attend.
She is absolutely correct, however, she fails to mention
that private schœ ls are not obligated to accept children
just because they have vouchers. Private schixds have
the luxury of picking the students they want and turning
away the rest, unlike public schtxils.
Musquiz alst» states that vouchers would foster compe
tition between public and private schtxils which, theo
retically, would force low-performing schools to
improve. This is a preposterous argument and Musquiz
fails to provide any empirical evidence that what she
claims would actually iKcur. In fact, this is rather antiintuitive because Musquiz is essentially adviKating that
money be taken from public schools and given to private
schools. The fact that she then expects the public
schools to “compete” against the private schœ ls is
absurd.
Finally, Mu.squiz observes that it is unfair for parents
with kids in private schools to pay taxes for public
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schools. Again, this is a fallacious argument. Everyone
pays for services they don’t necessarily use. It is part of
living in a siKiety that has made a commitment to pro
viding basic services to its members. If anything, .schcxil
vouchers represent “double taxation.”
Will W eatherford is a bu siness adm inistration so p h o 
more.

Letter policy
Letters become the property of the Mustang Daily.
Mustang Daily reserves the right to edit letters ror gram
mar, profanities and length. Letters, commentaries and car
toons do not represent the views of the Mustang Daily.
Please limit length to 250 words. Letters should include the
writer's full name, phone mmiber, major and class stand
ing.
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freedoms are we willing to definitely lose in order to possi
bly maintain?
Tlu* PATRIOT Act, initially pa.ssed to protect freedom,
may limit more substantial freedoms in the long run.
Among other things, it allows for an increase in gov
ernmental authority to monitor online activity and phone
communication. Some argue that surveillance is necessary
to lessen the ongoing threat of terrorism. Others argue that
surveillance has prevented attacks post Sept.l 1,2001.
Maybe they have and mayhe they have not; it is diffi
cult to know for sure because it is all based on the premise
that the American people should trust the government to
protect them in the most appropriate way.
Supporters of the act argue that the threat of terrorism
is not over and the country must continue to work against
this threat. Skeptics argue that the act violates explicit
amendment rights, specifically the First, Fourth, Fifth and
Sixth. These perspectives should be seriously considered
before any expansion or renewal of the act takes place.
For those who assume American political leaders make
decisions based on their -----------------------------------------
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Crossword

ACROSS
1 Othello, for one
5 Indian prince
1 0 ___ no. (bank
info)
14 Helper
15 Like a gymnast
16 Became
tattered
17 Trudge
18 King portrayer
on stage and
screen
20 Neighbor of
Israel
22 Sailing
23 Suffix with hotel
24 Carte starter
26 Deceptive
28 Spokesperson
who liked “wild
hickory nuts ”
34 Co. with a plant
35 Tennis serving
whiz
36 Brazilian dance
40 State of mind

ANSWER TO
□ □ □ a

u a so Q Q

□QQQQ

□ Q Q B B
UQQ
B
B Q Q B B B
□ □ B

QQBBQ

□ □ □ □ □ □

BBQ Q

a

□ B B B

B

Edited by Will Shortz

42 Speeder's bane
Burpee unit
44 Wine label info
Not just words
45 Sitk-producing
One taking a
region
gander
47 “Shake a leg!"
48 Baseball stat.
DOW N
49 Annual winter
Cartographic
celebration
products
53 Sweater
Like unwashed
material
hair, maybe
Scent
56 Shelley’s “
Skylark”
Phone feature
57 Goose pimples
Beam of tight
producer
Lago contents
58 Fluster
Reject, as a
62 Looks at
beau
lustfully
Priestly wear
66 Possible
Regarding this
comment before
point
an embarrassing
Barley bristle
admission
Like highway
69 Give marks to
traffic
markers
70 Army NCO
12 Rural swimming
71 Ventriloquist
place
Bergen
Robe fabric
72 Book before
Tall tales
Nehemiah
Everybody
PREVIOUS PUZZLE
Petri dish filler
Brit’s
H
exclamation
N
28 Meddlesome
N
heroine of an
1816 novel
Q a o Q B u u Q 29 Some streaking
lights, briefly
& □□□
□ □H □
Ardent love
1 R C U
B A R R
Start of
E P E L
Caesar’s boast
___ roses
BBBDQBBB
Atlanta player
QB
“Jeopardy!”
U A
BQ
creator___
B L
□BBB
Griffin
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No. 1223
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54

40
Î8

47

53 d4
57
éè

ST

59 60 61

P

158

76
75
Puzzl* by Mik«Tord)
38 Rum-soaked
cake
39 Seed covering
41 B«lafonle song

W

51 Unduly
52 “You have my
supporr
53 Bottomless
chasm

catchword
43 Musical mark
54 Lasso part
46 Many a
55 Overcharge
commissioned
artwork
59 Miami-___
50 Served, as soup
County

60 Winter
Olympics sport

61 Quaint cry of
horror
63 Do-nothing
64 Raison d’___
65 Burn
67 Old Ford model

68 Mins, and mins.

For answers, call 1 -900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute; or, with a
credit card. 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 2.000
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($34.95 a year).
Crosswords for young solvers: The Learning Network.
nytimes.com/learning/xwords.
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Parents urge FDA to warn of
antidepressant suicide risk
WASHINGTON (AP) — Parents
need waminjis that popular adult anti
depressants may sometimes spur suicide
when taken hy children and teena^'ers,
government advisers said Monday after
hearing emotional testimony from fam
ilies who lost loved ones.
It isn’t clear yet that the drugs lead
to suicide, hut until that is settled,
parents and diKtors need to know
they may cause agitation, anxiety and
hostility in a subset of young patients
who may he unusually prone to rare
side effects, advisers to the Fcxid and
Drug Administration concluded.
“We want to put a speed hump in
the road,” said panel chair Dr.
Matthew Rudorfer of the National
Institute of Mental Health. “The
warnings as they exist in the current
labeling are not adequate or are not
being taken seriously.”
British health authorities sounded
the alarm last year, saying long-suppresSed research suggests certain anti
depressants might sometimes increase
the risk of suicidal behavior in chil
dren and teenagers. Because only one
drug, Prozac, has been proven to alle
viate pediatric depression, Britain
declared others — drugs called SSRls
and their close relatives — unsuitable
for depressed youth.
Now, the FDA is wrestling w'ith
whether the suicide risk is real, and if so,
what to do. It’s difficult bcx:ause depres

TT

4s

News

sion itself can cause suicide.
Among 25 studies of the suspect
medications involving 4,000 children
and teens, there were no completed
suicides. But 109 patients experienced
one or more possibly suicide-related
behaviors or attempts, FDA medical
reviewer Dr. Thomas Laughren
revealed Monday.
Tlie problem, he said, is that stud
ies varied dramatically in what was
considered suicidal behavior. Among
19 patients classified as cutting them
selves, for instance, almost all were
superficial, with little bleeding. So
FDA has hired Columbia University
to help determine exactly how much
true suicidal behavior (x:curred before
it proposes the next steps at a second
public hearing in late summer.
Meanwhile, FDA has warned d(Ktors to use great caution in prescribing
any antidepressant other than Prozac
to fieople under 18.
Depression (Kcurs in up to 10 per
cent of youth, and 1,883 10- to 19-yearolds killed themselves in 2(X)1. Some
1.8 million teenagers attempted suicide
that year, a quarter of them requiring
medical attention, said Dr. David
Schaffer of Columbia University.
In 2002, almost 11 million prescrip
tions were dispensed to patients under
18 for SSRls and other newer antide
pressants, to treat depression and a host
of other conditions, FDA officials said.

Classified Advertising
Graphic Arts Building, Room 226 Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 (805) 756-1143
Help W a n te d
Grow ing Co. in Goleta looking for
Technical Account Manager.
If you like technology & want a
career in sales, this is the job for
you! Training available for
motivated grads! Benefits, 4 0 1 K,
stock opts., profit share.
Email: careers@ govplace.com
C am p W ayne for Girls'
Children’s sleep-away camp.
Northeast Pennsylvania (6/188/15/04) If you love children and
want a caring, fun environment we
need female staff a s Directors and
Instructors for: Tennis, Golf,
Gym nastics, Swimming,
Waterskiing, Sailing, Team Sports,
Cheerleading, Ropes,
Camping/Nature, Drama, Video,
Ceram ics, Batik, Silkscreen, Guitar,
Jewelry, Piano, Photography,
Aerobics, Martial Arts.
Other positions: Group Leaders,
Administrative/Driver, N u rse s
( R N ’s). O n cam p us interviews
February 14th. Apply online at
www.campwaynegirls.com or call
New Store Opening!
Enthusiastic friendly sandwich
artist needed for all shifts.
Apply at 3 2 4 0 Broad or call
478-6420
W e are a sporting good reseller
looking to fill retail/warehouse
positions. Com puter skill desired
a s well a s inline skating exp. if
possible. M gm nt opportunity for
right person F/T and P/T available.
Apply in person at
Inline W arehouse
3285 South Higuera St. in SLO ,
no phone calls please.

Help W anted
W anted: Sp rin g /S u m m e r
In te rn s
M ust be rebels, innovators,
dissenters, seeking leadership
outside the box.
Average pay: $13,300
888-450-9675
twestbrookOI @ collegeworks.com

I

Announcements
D o n ’t m iss out on the

Coyote Ugly G irls
S L O Brew
Thursday Nights

C la s s ifie d s are kilier!

Part-time 10-15 hrs/week
C a n train. Atascadero
466 -6 6 0 9 or email
jobs@ asapshirts.com for
application!

sem ester with a proven
C am pusFu ndraiser 3 hour
fundraising event. O ur free

p ro g ra m s m a k e fu n d ra is
in g e a s y w ith no risks.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly,
so get with the program! It works.
Contact C am pusFu ndraiser at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

Graduating so o n ? Peace C o rp s
Recruiter in U U 2 1 7 M W 1-4
756-5835.
peacecorps @ calpoly.edu

S IN G L E R O O M
in a 5 Bedroom, 1 Bath, W/D
big backyard
Great house, good location,
close to school. $420 + utilities.
Call or email for more info.
4 41-0985 (Brooke),
brooklyn_10 4 4 @ hotmail.com

Congrats New Girls
of faoulous AON!!!
You’re in for the time
of your life!!!

R oom for rent!
39 5 Highland Dr. only a mile to
cam pus. Pool table. Hot tub in
works. Med. sized backyard.
Laundry facilities, own room.
$ 5 0 0 -f utilities. Call Steve
805-459-1462 or
Lee 831-262-2697

G E T Y O U R C L A S S IF IE D
A D IN NOW!!

3 bdrm, 1.5 ba, 2 car garage.
New applicances $1800/mo
_____________234-3370___________

Announcements

F ra te rn itie s - So ro ritie s
C lu b s • Stu d e n t G ro u p s
Earn $ 1 ,000 - $2,000 this

Rental Housing
M U S T F IL L

Greek News

T-Shirt Printer

I

Cam pus Clubs
2004 H o m e c o m in g
C o m m itte e
A p p lic a tio n a v a ila b le
w w w .h o m e c o m in g .c a lp o ly .
edu

B asic Tools Class!!
M isse d shop class in high
sc h o o l? Want to learn how to use
basic tools in a non-intimidating
atm osphere? Attend basic tools
cla ss on Wednesday, Feb. 11 at
6pm. Contact Society of W om en
Engineers Mallory at
mkraft@calpoly.edu to sign up.

S L O master bedroom w/ bath
quiet, quick a cce ss to 101 ,
no pets, call 544-4239

H o m e s F or Sale
Free list of all h o u se s and
con dos for sale in S L O call
N elson Real Estate
546-1990 or email
Steve @ slohom es.com

Let that Special Valentine know
that you care! Put a

L o v e C la s s ifie d
in for Valentine’s Day!!!
Call 756-1143, ask for Christ!

F or Sale
B u s in e s s C a r d s by T A G A
Professional printing at
affordable rates. Pick up an
order form at the Graphic
Communication Office (Bldg. 26,
rm. 207). For more info or price
specifications, contact Jessica
Smith at jsmith03@calpoly.edu

Lost and F o u n d
P le a s e read!!!
L o st N ik o n 3100 D igita l
C a m e ra
L a st h a d at D e lta S ig m a
Phi
J a n 9, 2004 Friday night.
P le a s e help an d c all
805-756-8403 or 805-4154490
T h an k you s o m uch. M y
c a m e ra m e a n s a lot to me!!

Comments
“Just because I’m on a diet
d o e sn ’t mean I can’t look at the
menu”
Props to the S T C
(Society for Technical
Communication)
for putting on a great Job Search
W orkshop!

Needed: Smart, funny, sensitive,
handsom e m ales for Valentine’s
Day. M ust be single.
Call the girls in M ustang Daily
Advertising 756-1143
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Winning over the Rainbows Lacrosse continues

victorious ways

By Kendrick J. Carson
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

The Cal Poly men’s tennis team
posted an impressive victory in their
home opener Saturday afternoon,
defeating the University of Hawaii, 52, on Mustant; Courts.
Cal Poly improved ta,4'2 this sea
son. The Rainbow Warriors fall to 18 on the season.
The Mustangs swept Hawaii in the
doubles matches to take an early 1-0
lead. The No. 1 doubles combination
of freshman John Nguyen and sopho
more Brett Van Linge sealed the
Mustangs’ first point by pinning a loss
on Dalibor Ptak and Ryan Sceats, 82. Their play was decorated with
lightning-fast serves and graceful drop
shots.
“We just felt really gtxKl out there,’’
Nguyen said. “Once we got into a
rhythm, the game just seemed to slow
down. It seemed like we were tcx>
much for them to handle.”
Nguyen and Van Linge controlled
the tempii of the match by dishing
out hard serves. Although many of
these were at a high veliKity, the two
were able to place them in unreach
able comers. Their aces were the key
point in the victory.
TTiose who attended the match
witnessed the return of Cal Poly team
leader Stacy Meronoff. The senior,
who has been the Mustangs No. 1 sin
gles player fcTr the past two seasLins,
was sidelined for a few weeks with a
leg injury. He showed no signs of rust
on Saturday, as he and junior l>avey
Jones defeated Travis Smith and Jamie

By Rand! Block
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
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John Nguyen won his doubles match with partner Brett Van Linge.
Migia, 8-1.
“It’s great to be back playing tennis
at such a high level,” Meronoff said.
“My return will definitely add anoth
er element to our team for opponents
to deal with in dual matches.”
Hawaii bounced back and won the
top two singles matches. l>aliKir Ptak
picked up his fourth ccmsecutive deci
sion, and Ryan Sceats wiin his third
straight. Ptak defeated Nguyen, 6-2,
6-4, and Sceats swept Cal Poly’s No. 2
singles player Nick Tracy, 6-0, 6-3.
Though Cal Poly was unable to
win at the top two seeds, the bottom

of the lineup did the dirty work, win
ning the No. 3 through No. 6 match
es. TTe Mustangs’ No. 3 singles play
er Matt Baca triumphed over
Hawaii’s Byron Weinberg in a threeset match, 6-0, 3-6, 7-5. Baca alsti
excelled in doubles play, defeating the
team of Weinberg and l^rrick Lajola.
The best match of the day was the
No. 5 contest between Jones and
Burke Marold. Tire two wiere very
evenly matched, but it was Jones who
claimed victory, 6-4, 7-5, due to his
smart play and hustle laterally across
the court.

Another lopsided victory: Rugby
defeats San Diego State 51-8
•Win follows back-toback 72-0 wins for
Poly's club team, one
of the nation's best
By Rachel Musquiz
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

The rugby team channeled their
anticipation into single-minded
fcKus in Saturday’s 51-8 trouncing
of San Diego State.
Since the presea.son started in
November, every game and prac
tice has had the Aztecs in mind.
The team entered the game with
confidence in their preparation but
uncertainty about the competition.
As predicted, the game was the
most competitive yet.
“We were ready (for a tough
game) but they
"This game
were reluctant to
hit hard,” senior
has added
extra energy Tony Petruzela
said.
to the team.”
Prior to this
Charles
game, the rugby
Zanoli
team
played
against
teams
Head coach
----------------------- that were in the
proce.ss of rebuikling. The two most
recent games had identical shutout
scores of 72-0 against Stanford and
UCLA.
“The team was untested under
pressure,” head coach Charles

Zanoli said. “I was surprised by how
T he impact players, including
well they linked up phases and Brian Permutt and Chris Williams,
came in strong at the second half
played the game.”
W ith the pressure on, the rugby and finished up what was left of the
Aztecs. The Mustangs made the
team was successful.
“Looking at the score, it’s obvi last 15 minutes of play into pure
ous we played well,” team captain free-flowing rugby, scoring three
Jon Kollerer said. “We have not times to drive the victory deep.
W hile still early in the seasiTn,
played our best game yet, (that is)
Cal Poly remains undefeated in the
still to come.”
league. The underlying
The team proved so far --------------------expectation by the team
that when faced with a chal- **The team
lenge, they will rise to triuntested and coaches is that this
could be the year to take
umph.
U7ider preS'
No. 1.
Senior Matt Gallagher
sure.
I
was
“People
say
we
scored first in the opening
minutes and set the tiute for surprised by
deserve to win the
the rest of the game. Before }\OW well they championship this year,”
SD SU could fight back, an
said Zanoli.
The rugby team fin
inside pass to Kollerer
,
,
brought another try. Cal Poly ^
es a
ished No. 5 last year,
held the score at 17 when phzyed the
after U C Santa Barbara
ruined their perfect sea
San Diego finally broke game."
son.
through the defense and Charles
W ith
San
Diego
scored. After that, the team
Zanoli
defeated, the rugby team
continuously pushed down
will head to Arizona this
the field. Once again in the Head coach
weekend for two games
try zone, Gallagher went t(T
Arizona
State
and
the ground and gave a pop pass to against
junior Ronnie Rosser, resulting in University of Arizona. The team
yet another try. Throughout the will need to focus on balancing the
game, the forward pack not only two games by winning on Friday
held San Diego from scoring again and still maintaining the strength
but also showed versatility with the to have a second victory on
use of short passes and long runs. Sunday.
“T his game has added extra
Cal Poly allowed SD SU a handful
energy
to the team,” Zanoli said,
of runs ttTward the try zone, but the
defense blocked the attempts at “W e’re very confident going to
Arizona.”
scoring.

C al Poly’s three-tim e national
championship women’s lacrosse
team continued its winning tradi
tion in the opening game against
LiTyola Marymount University on
Saturday with a 19-1 victory.
Under the direction of new head
coach Matt Lawicki, the team made
few mistakes and started out the sea
son in championship form.
“We definitely playeLl well on
Saturday,” said Alii Jantos. “They
didn’t have as strong of skills as we
did. They had a few quick players
but, generally we kept the rhythm
with our passing and catching.”
Every season opener has been
against LMU, so the team knew
what to expect from the game and
were able to use it as an opportunity
to practice their fundamental offen
sive skills.
“We gelled extremely
well
together as a team and communica
tion was outstanding,” junior Sara
Fraschetti said. “There were a lot of
awesome passes and we kept posses
sion of the ball about 80 percent of
the game.”
Saturday’s game also provided the
team their first chance to play with
the new members and figure out
exactly how everyone would come
together.
“W e’re learning to play with each
other and feeling out the new play
ers and basically the whole team,”
Jantos said.
Based on the women’s perfor
mance, Lawicki noted only minor
improvements that could be made
and said that “everything we’re
going over in practice, they execut
ed.”
Defending a national cham pi
onship is not an easy task, but the
women are UxTking forward to the
challenge of being the team every
one wants to beat.

“T h ere’s always pressure when
you are the top because everyone’s
after you,” Jantos said. “They are
always going to bring their best
game when playing you. I think we
push ourselves to be the best we can
since we have that whole mystique
that we should be gotxl. It’s some
thing we have to continually work
hard at because everyone wants to
be No. 1.”

FILE PHOTO/MUSTANG DAILY

Women's lacrosse opened their
national title defense with a win.
Lawicki also said there are
demands of living up to the team’s
history.
“(The pressure is) one of those
things no one talks about but is
always on the back of your mind,” he
said.
Facing up to the challenge is no
problem for the team. They are
anticipating another successful sea
son.
“I’m hxTking forwarcl the most to
going to nationals again and just
excelling at every game,” Fraschetti
said. “We’re getting better and bet
ter. Based on this first game, 1 can’t
wait to see how we play together at
the end of the season.”

Sw im m ing splits dual
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF REPORT

The Cal Poly women’s swimming
and diving team competed in a
three-team dual match against U C
Santa Cruz and San Diego State,
while the men competed in a dual
meet against U C Santa Cruz on
Saturday-at Mott P(x>l.
The women split the day with a
win against U C Santa Cruz by a
score of 161-138 and lost to San
Diego State 205-95. The men beat
U C Santa Cruz 136-118. T he
women are now 2-5 in dual meets;
the men improve to 1-1.
In the win against the visiting
Banana Slugs, the Cal Poly women
won 10 events, led by Stacy
PetersLin who tixik first in the 100meter backstroke (5 8 .2 9 ), the 50
freestyle (2 4 .4 3 ) and the 100
freestyle (5 3 .4 1 ). Arwyn Becker,
Mary Thomas and McKenna Long
each placed first in two events.
Becker took the win in the 500
freestyle (5:16.80) and the 1,000
freestyle (10:41.17) while Thomas
won the 100 butterfly (58 .2 2 ) and
the
200
butterfly
(2 :0 7 .6 0 ).

McKenna tixik first in both diving
events, winning the one-meter dive
by a score of 175.5 and the threemeter dive with 191.8 points.
Lauren Gerber also pitched in for
the victory with a win in the 200
backstroke with a time of 2:16.1 3.
Peterson also led the Mustangs in
the loss to the Aztecs by winning
three events, including the 100
backstroke (5 8.28), the 50 freestyle
(2 4 .4 3 ) and the 100 freestyle
(5 3 .4 1 ). Thomas won the 100 but
terfly (58.22) and the 200 butterfly
(2:07.60).
For the men’s team, Ben Palmer
and Adam Westgate led the
Mustangs with two wins each.
Palmer won the 100 breaststroke
(58 .6 8 ) and the 200 breaststroke
(2 :0 8 .3 0 ), while Westgate placed
first in the 100 freestyle (48.23) and
the 200 freestyle (1:45.69). Other
first-place finishers hir Cal Poly
were Nate W illiam s in the 100
backstroke (5 4 .6 9 ), George Olveda
in the 200 butterfly (2:02.61), Nick
Boorman in the 50 freestyle (21.53)
and Joel Payne in the 200 backstroke (2:02.08).

